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Abstract. A continuoustime model of a food chain incorporatingnonlinearfunctional
(and numerical) responses exhibitschaotic dynamics in long-termbehavior when biologically reasonable parameter values are chosen. The appearance of chaos in this model
suggeststhat chaotic dynamics may be common in naturalfood webs.
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INTRODUCTION

The classical ecological models of interactingpopulations typicallyhave focussed on two species (e.g.,
May 1973, Hassell 1978). They have been applied to
plant and animal systems in aquatic and terrestrial
environments,and across many taxa (e.g., Roughgarden et al. 1989). However, it has long been recognized
that the limited "caricature" of ecological systemsby
two interactingspecies can account for only a small
numberof the phenomena that are commonly exhibited in nature.This is particularlytrue in community
studieswherethe essence of the behavior of a complex
systemmay only be understoodwhen the interactions
among a large number of species are incorporated
(Pimm 1982, Paine 1988).
One approach to the study of an ecological communitybeginswithan importantobject: its food web.
Theoretical studies of food webs must contend with
the question of how to couple the large number of
interactingspecies. One line of investigationassumes
that the "building blocks" are species interactingin
pairwisefashion(see theinfluentialbooks ofMay 1973,
Pimm 1982). Behavior oftheentirecommunityis then
assumed to arise fromthe coupling of these strongly
interactingpairs. The approach has the substantialvirtue thatit is tractableto theoreticalanalysis.Moreover,
the considerable intuitionthat investigatorshave developed over decades withtwo-speciesmodels may be
applied to communityfood web questions.
Note, however, that importantbehavior that may
be critical to community function may arise only
throughthe interactionof threeor more species. Price
et al. (1980) presenta strongcase that understanding
of plant-insectinteractionsmust be based on threetrophic-levelschemes. In marine intertidalcommunities the influentialstudies of Paine (1966) demonstratedthe importanceof the strongcouplingof higher
trophiclevels to lower ones in the food web. Similar
resultshave emergedfromexperimentsin freshwater
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planktoncommunities(Carpenterand Kitchell 1984,
Carpenter et al. 1987). Mathematical developments
also suggestthat communitymodels involving only
two species as the basic buildingblocks may miss importantecological behavior. For example, resultsthat
are much more complicated than those seen in twospecies models appeared in early theoreticalstudies
(Rosenzweig 1973, Wollkind 1976) of three-species,or
three-trophic-level,models based on local stability
analyses. These analyses considered only linear approximationsto thenonlinearequations thatecologists
conventionallyassume apply to these more complex
situations.
More importantly,two-species continuous time
models have only two basic patterns:approach to an
equilibriumor to a limitcycle(Segel 1984). In contrast,
simple discrete time models of even a single species
can exhibit chaotic behavior (e.g., May 1974, 1976).
But researchof the last 15 yr(e.g., Gilpin 1979, Guckenheimer and Holmes 1983, Schaffer1985) demonstratesthe very complex dynamics that can arise in
model systems(in continuoustime) withthreeor more
species. The termschaos, strangeattractor,and fractal
are becoming familiarto many, if not all, ecologists
(Schafferand Kot 1986a). The key featureof chaotic
dynamics is the sensitive dependence on initial conditions. Even a verysmall change in initialconditions
can lead to differentresults. Indeed, the divergence
between resultsgrows exponentiallyin time for virtually all pairs of startingconditions. Several of the
earlymathematicalinvestigationsofchaos wereofecological models (e.g., May 1974). An investigationby
Gilpin (1979) showed that a system of one predator
and two competingpreycan exhibitchaotic behavior.
and Kot 1985b)
Schaffer
and collaborators(e.g.,Schaffer
have been especiallypersuasivein theirview thatchaos
may be a much more importantphenomenon than
ecologistshad earlierbelieved. In particular,a number
of simple ecological and epidemiological systemswith
seasonalityin contactratesunequivocallydemonstrate
chaos (Schafferand Kot 1986b). Schafferand Kot
(1985a) and Olsen et al. (1988) show that measles in
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To reduce the number
which makes analysis difficult.
of parametersand to determinewhich combinations
of parameterscontrolthe behavior of the system,we
nondimensionalize the system (see the discussion in
Lin and Segel 1974 or Nisbet and Gurney 1982). We
choose

species X

species Y
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FIG. 1. The feeding

rowsgo frompreyto predators.

New York, Baltimore,and Denmark may be a specific
example of this behavior.
We investigatehere perhaps the simplestthree-species continuous time model, a three-levelfood chain.
We demonstratethat,forbiologicallyreasonablechoices
of parameters,chaotic dynamicsresult.These dynamics cannot arise in two-speciesmodels. We discuss the
biologicallysignificantimplicationsthat the presence
of chaotic dynamics may have formore general food
web models.
FORMULATION

Simple models forthree-speciesfood chains thatincorporatea functionalresponsein both oftheconsumer species have been studied previously(e.g., Rosenzweig 1973, Wollkind 1976). Following these efforts,
we let X be the numbers of the species at the lowest
level of the food chain, Y the numbersof the species
that preysupon X, and Z the numbersof the species
that preysupon Y. We use the lettersX, Y, Z as both
thenames and variables.(We laterintroducelowercase
lettersas scaled measuresof population size.) The food
chain that this systemmodels is illustrateddiagrammaticallyin Fig. 1.
Incorporating"type II" saturatingfunctional responses in both species (see Murdoch and Oaten 1975),
the model takes the form:
dX/dT = Ro X(l
dY/dT = F (X) Y

-

dZ/dT = C2F2(Y)Z

X/KO) -CIFI
F2(Y)Z -DI
-

(X) Y
Y

(1)

D2Z

with
F,(U) = AjU/(Bi + U)

XIKO,

y = C, Y/KO,

species Z

MODEL

897

fori = 1, 2

(2)

representingthe functionalresponse. Here T is time.
The constantRo is the "intrinsicgrowthrate," and the
constantKo is the "carryingcapacity" of species X. The
constantsCl -I and C2 are conversion rates of preyto
predatorforspecies Y and Z, respectively;DI and D2
are constantdeath rates for species Y and Z, respectively.The constantsA, and B, fori = 1, 2 parametrize
the saturatingfunctionalresponse; Bi is the preypopulation level wherethe predationrate per unit preyis
halfits maximum value.
The model we have just specifiedhas 10 parameters,

t = ROT.

(3)

Making these substitutionsand simplifyingyields the
followingsystemof equations, where the variables x,
y,z are now scaled (nondimensional)measuresof populationsize, and tis a new (nondimensional)timevariable. We obtain:
dx/dt= x(1 - x) - f (x)y
dy/dt= f,(x)y - f2(y)z - dly
dz/dt= f2(y)z - d2z

(4)

f(u) = aju/(I + biu).

(5)

with
The six nondimensional parametersin terms of the
originalparametersare listed in Table 1.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The only choice forinvestigatingthe global dynamical behavior of the system (Eq. 4) is numerical integration.(A stabilityanalysis and determinationof
Hopf bifurcations for this system is a relatively
procedurebut would not shed lighton
straightforward
theglobal behavior we are interestedin.) We employed
a package developed by Hindmarsh (1980) that implementsan algorithmdue to Gear. Our choice of parameterswas guided by two factors:first,we wanted
to investigatebiologicallyreasonable food chains, and
second, we wanted to determineif chaotic dynamics
werelikely.Accordingly,
we chose parametersforwhich
the naturaltime scale of the interactionbetween Y and
Z, i.e., at the highertrophiclevels, was substantially
longer than that between X and Y, that is, d, much
largerthan d2. Further,one of the ways to generate
chaos is to "periodicallyforce"nonlinearsystemsthat
andvaluesofthepaTABLE1. Nondimensional
parameters
rameters
usedin thesimulations.

Nondimensional
parameters

Dimensional
parameters

a,
bl

(KoA)/(ROB)
KO/B,

b2

Ko/(CIB2)

a2

d,
d2

(CA2KO)/(CROB2)
D,/RO
D2/RO

Parameter
valuesused
in thesimulations
5.0
variedfrom2.0 to 6.2
0.1

2.0

0.4

0.01
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alreadyexhibitlimitcycle behavior. We chose parameter values that would lead to cyclingin the pair of
species X and Y, with Z absent, and also, with X constant,the pair Y and Z. The values of the parameters
chosen using these guidelines are listed in Table 1.
Since theparameterspace is large,we concentratedour
investigationson varyingb, holdingthe otherparameters fixed.Earlier investigations(e.g., Murdoch and
Oaten 1975) showed thatthe half saturationconstant,
which is proportionalto b,- 1, was a key parameterin
determiningstabilityin predator-preymodels. As we
values
demonstratebelow in this section,fordifferent
of b, the system(Eq. 4) exhibitedstability,limitcycle
behavior, and chaos.
Our initialinvestigationsconsistedof lettingthe system run for 10 000 time steps,and examiningonlythe
last 5000 time steps to eliminate transientbehavior.
We studied the behavior of the systemby examining
plots of each species against time, as well as a threedimensional phase plot (eliminatingthe explicit dependence on the time variable) of all three species
against each other. Dynamics that have the irregular
behavior suggestiveof chaos are illustratedin Fig. 2.
Note thatthisirregularbehavior,e.g., varyingnumber
of secondary maxima between primarymaxima for
species X and Y, is not the result of a transient,but
representsthe behavior on the attractor.(An attractor
is the [possiblyverycomplex] smallestset of points in
three dimensions [the numbers of the three species]
thatis approached fromnearbyinitialconditions.)The
attractorin Fig. 2D resemblesthe surfaceof an upsidedown teacup, althoughthe solutionsof the system(Eq.
4) do not lie on a surface.
The dynamicswithinthe attractorare given roughly
as follows. Startingin the "handle" of the "teacup,"
the systemmoves to the wide part of the teacup and
then spirals along the teacup to the narrow end, enteringthe handle again. In termsof the species behavior, the top predatorZ crashes, allowing wide swings
in the population levels of X and Y. As Z increases in
numbers,the swingsin X and Y become damped, until
Z causes the levels of Y to crash. This leads to a crash
in Z, and an outbreakin X, startingthe process again.
The sequence of events,in termsof species numbers,
always followsthe same general pattern.What is unpredictableis the timing.One way to express this is
thatthe time betweencrashes of species Z varies in an
erraticfashion. Also, the number of peaks in species
Y between major crashes varies, and the population
size at the peaks varies. The sensitive dependence of
futuredynamics on the currentstate,the signatureof
chaos, is apparentfromthe factthatall the trajectories
in the"handle" ofthe"teacup" are veryclose together.
Thus a small change in initial conditions may lead
to different
dynamicbehavior. We have illustratedthis
behavior by comparing the trajectoriesgeneratedby
initial conditions for the set of
very slightlydifferent
parametervalues that led to the chaotic dynamics il-
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given in (A), (B), and (C), respectively.A three-dimensional
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lustratedpreviouslyin Fig. 2. One set of initial conditions is on the attractor,the other set differsfrom
the firstby changingx by 0.01. As shown in Fig. 3, the
numbersof species X remainsimilarforthe two initial
conditionsfora shorttime,but aftertwo "crashes" of
species Z the two differentinitial conditions lead to
dynamics that are essentiallyuncorrelated(although,
of course, restrictedto the attractor).Note thatin Fig.
1 a common value forrepro3 the choice of R0
1/d,
ductive rates of lower trophiclevel organisms,would
imply that after 300 d (1 yr) the systemwould be
indeterminate.Similarly,even a slightperturbationin
species numbers,as would occur naturally,may lead
to unpredictableresultsthroughtime.
We then proceeded to a more systematicinvestigation of the dynamics,as a functionof changes in b,
a bifurcation
diagram.As notedin Glass
byconstructing
and Mackey (1988), a compelling diagnostic test for
chaos is theappearance in a bifurcationdiagramofone
of the typicalroutesto chaos. We founda sequence of
period doublingsas exhibitedby one-dimensionaldifferenceequations such as the logistic model that has
been extensivelystudied by May (1974) and May and
Oster (1976). To constructa bifurcationdiagram we
integratedthe systemnumericallyusingthe parameter
values in Table 1. Letting the system approach the
attractorfor each value of b, used, we then plotted
successive maxima of z as a functionof b. We used
values of b, between 2.0 and 3.2, changingb, in steps
of 0.01, and values of b, from3.2 to 6.2, changingb,
in steps of 0.1. We did this both by startingwith the
smallervalue of b, and increasingb, and also by starting with the largervalue of b, and decreasingb. The
bifurcationdiagrams are plotted in Fig. 4. (Note that
forclarityin our figureswe have eliminatedpointsdue
to apparent second branches for b, between 2.6 and
3.2 arisingsolelyfromtheappearance of a second local
maxima in the cyclic dynamics of species Z, as illustratedin Fig. 2C.) The values of b, (e.g., b, = 2.3) for
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FIG. 4. Bifurcation
diagramforthemodelsystemforthe

valuesin Table 1. Plotsareofthemaximumvalue
parameter
ofz vs. b,. The procedure
is describedin thetext(Analysis
and results).
In (A) valuesofb, from2.2 to 3.2 areused,and
in (B) valuesofb, from3.2 to 6.2 are used.A detailofpart
(A) is givenin part(C).
which thereare a small numberof values of Zmax in the
diagram representlimitcycle behavior, while the values of b, (e.g., b, = 3.0) forwhich the values Of Zmax
formapproximatelyan intervalrepresentchaos. We
see evidence in Fig. 4A and in more detail in Fig. 4C
forperiod doubling leading to chaos, both as b, is increased, and as it is decreased. This is observed when:
b, is increased from 2.3 to 2.4, b, is decreased from
2.55 to 2.45, b" increased from2.437 to 2.55, andb,
is increased from2.93 to 2.96.
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Also, from Fig. 4C we can deduce that for some
values of b, thereare two separate attractors,one chaotic and one which is a limit cycle. This occurs both
forb, lyingbetween 2.45 and 2.48 and between 2.53
and 2.56. Thus, the presenceof chaotic dynamicsmay
depend on the initialconditions,withsome initialconditions leading to a limit cycle, and some leading to
chaos.
Most striking,we see that the asymptoticbehavior
of the systemis extremelysensitiveto the value of b,.
Over ecological time scales, a population level parameterlike b, a componentof the predationrateper unit
prey,which,in fact,is a composite of various individual responses, would certainlybe expected to vary,
From Fig. 4, it is easy to see that
perhaps significantly.
even small variationsin b, may cause a shiftfromlimit
cycles to chaos or vice versa.
Althoughwe do not presenttheresultshere,we have
also examined the behavior of this systemfor other
values of the parameterb2. We foundchaos forvalues
of b2 other than the one (b2 = 2.0) we used in the
majorityof our work; moreover,chaos appears more
likelyforlargervalues of b2,similarto the dependence
on b.
We furtherexamined the behavior of the systemfor
some selected values of b, by constructinga Poincar&
map (Fig. 5). For our system,we chose a Poincar&
section correspondingto a plane with z constant,in
the "handle" of the teacup, wherethe trajectoriespass
throughthe plane fromabove. Thus, the Poincar&sectionis a setofx and y values. Moreover,forour system,
as exhibited in the Fig. 5, the set of points on the
Poincar& section is nearly one dimensional, i.e., it is
very close to a line. Thus, we can approximate the
dynamicsof the Poincar&map by consideringonlyone
variable. We thereforeconsideredx(n + 1) as a function of x(n), where x(n) is the value of x at the nth
intersectionofthetrajectorywiththePoincar&section.
(Note that we could just as easily have used the y
variable.)
We illustratein Fig. 5 these Poincar& maps fortwo
values of b, (3.0 and 6.0) for which the bidifferent
furcationdiagram suggestedthat the behavior would
be chaotic. Note thatthe slope of the functionrelating
x(n + 1) to x(n) in these Poincar6 maps is large in
magnitude,anotherdiagnosticfeatureof chaos. Recall
that the quadratic map and the discretetime logistic
functionare singlehumped functions(e.g., May 1976,
Guckenheimerand Holmes 1983), which lead to chaotic behavior if the functionsare steep enough, i.e., if
the absolute value of the slope of the functionis large
enough on average. However, the behavior is more
complex in our food chain because thereis more than
a singlehump in the Poincar6 map. The presenceof a
multimodalPoincar6 map indicatesa varietyof interequaestingdynamical propertiesfor the differential
tions(see, e.g., May 1979, Skjoldinget al. 1983), which
we will not explore furtherhere.

ECOLOGICAL
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IMPLICATIONS

We have shown that chaos is possible fora simple,
biologically reasonable, continuous-time,food chain
model. The specificsaturatingformsforthe consumption of prey by predators (i.e., "Type II" functional
and numericalresponses)are the mostcommonlychosen representations.Type II functionalresponseshave
been extensivelyused in ecological models since their
introductionby Holling (1959). Since that time, applications include (but are not limited to): arthropod
models (Murdoch and Oaten 1975, Hassell 1978) and
models of phytoplanktoncompeting for nutrients
(Taylor and Williams 1975, Waltman et al. 1980,
Smouse 1981, Tilman 1982, Powell and Richerson
1985). Further,these forms were used in the early
mechanisticmodels ofmarinefoodchains(Steele 1974)
and still form the basis for such applications (Frost
1987). Note that Table 1 and Fig. 2 show that the
chaotic regimeincludes the regionwhere blx and b2y
are not farfromunity.This is preciselythe region of
greatestbiological interest.If blx (and b2y)are much
greaterthan unity,then the saturatingType II forms
are close to constant,and the predatorsaturationeffect
(i.e., predatorgrazingis saturatedby more than ample
prey)is eliminated.Conversely,whenblx is small compared to one, thenthe Type II formsare nearlylinear,
is seen. It is preciselytheregions
and no saturationeffect
where"the biology" becomes important,i.e., when blx
is - 1 and predatorsbegin to saturate,thatthe nonlinearitiesin f (x) and f2(y)in Eq. 5 generatechaos.
Our model suggeststhat chaotic behavior may be
much more common in naturalsystemswithinteractingproducersand consumers(predatorsand prey)than
Hassell et al. (1976) predicted on the basis of onespecies discrete time models. It is our interpretation
that chaos ultimatelyarises in this food chain model
because of the tendencyforpredator-preysystemsto
oscillate. One predator-preysubsystem,forconcreteness say X and Y, oscillates at one frequency,while
another, Y and Z, oscillates at a different
frequency;
the frequenciesare determinedby the model parameters.In particular,theinteractionat thehighertrophic
levels has a longernaturalperiod because the average
lifetimeof the top predatorsis longerthan the average
lifetimeof the consumers at the lower trophiclevels.
(Our simulations reflectthis.) The two systems are
(nonlinearly)coupled throughspecies Y because the
predatorin one is the preyin the other.We conjecture
that when the period of one oscillation is not some
multiple of the other frequency(i.e., the frequencies
are incommensurate)chaos arises,in a mannersimilar
to the occurrenceof chaos in periodicallyforcedoscillations.Food webs depict a complex net of (nonlinearly) coupled producer-consumer interactions; accordingly,one should not be surprisedto findmany
subsystemswithin a food web going throughthe oscillations that are a common featureof all predator-
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preysystems.It seems unlikelythatthe frequenciesof
all the linked subsystemswill be commensurate.Accordingly,one expectsthatat least some, perhapsmost,
of the linked predator-preysubsystemsmay be simultaneouslyundergoingchaotic oscillations.
It is instructiveto compare thisview withthe threespecies study (a predator consuming two competing
prey)of Gilpin (1979), in which chaotic behavior was
identified.Typically, one does not associate oscillations,with competitionmodels based on resultsfrom
two-species Lotka-Volterra competition (e.g., May
1973). However, once three or more species are allowed, oscillationscan occur (May and Leonard 1975,
Powell and Richerson 1985). We conjecturethatfood
webs containinga number of competingspecies can

5. Poincar6
sections
andPoincar6
~~~~FIG.
mapsforthemodel
valuesin Table 1. The plotsofthe
systemfortheparameter
Poincar6sectionsare thepointswherethetrajectories
cross
theplaneshownin part(E). Poincar6mapsaredefined
in the
text(Analysisand results).Part(A) is thePoincar6section
and part(B) is thePoincar6mapforb, = 3.0,wherewe also
haveindicated
thelinex(n + 1)= x(n).Part(C) isthePoincar6
sectionandpart(D) is thePoincar6map forb, = 6.0,where
we also haveindicatedthelinex(n + 1) = x(n).

also "go chaotic" in the same way as our consumerproducerfood chain does.

Consequences
forfoodwebmodels
What are theimplicationsofour resultsforfood web
models? First, our conclusions question the conventionalwisdom thatchaos mustbe rarein nature.Whenever consumers and producersare undergoingoscillations,chaotic oscillations,as we have describedhere,
may be a strongpossibilityforrealisticparametervalues. Second, chaotic behavior, as Fig. 2 shows, need
not lead to an erraticand unpatternedtrajectoryin
time that one mightinferfromthe usual (not mathematical) connotationof the word "chaos." Rather,the
term"regularoscillations" betterdescribesthe curves
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of x, y, and z vs. t as seen in Fig. 2. As emphasized by
Schaffer,detectingchaos in natural populations may
Third, the time scales under considbe verydifficult.
erationare veryimportant.Over shorttime scales, say
a fewoscillationperiods,the behavior is fairlyregular.
However, over many periods of oscillation the effects
of sensitivityto initialconditionsand unpredictability
become much more important.
If a generalizationfroma food web model depends
criticallyupon behavior aftera long time,thentherole
ofchaos maybe much morecrucial.For example,when
a model formulationsuggeststhat chaotic behavior is
a strongpossibility,thenone mightbe skepticalabout
conclusionsdrawnfromlinearstabilityanalysesaround
equilibria. This includes conclusions drawn on the basis of "returntime" arguments(Pimm 1982, 1984),
since "returntimes" are the inversesof eigenvaluesof
Jacobian matricesevaluated at equilibria. Moreover,
the existence of chaotic behavior may depend very
delicately on the exact formthat terms in equations
take. For example, we have not included any feedback
effectsof recyclingthroughactivitiesof the predators
upon the prey.We have not examined solutionsto our
model suitablymodifiedto account forthese considerations.We do not know with certaintythat chaotic
behavior will be found.
For what ecological questions is chaotic behavior
important?The answerdepends on the numberof species, the kinds of interactions,and the time scale. Resultsof our and earlierinvestigationscertainlysuggest
thatmuch morecomplex behavior willbe seen in models of simple three-speciesfood chains thanin any twospecies models. Nonetheless,a greatmany important
resultscan be obtained on the basis of behavior in the
nonchaoticregionof parameterspace. Moreover, it is
much easier to develop intuitionfromthe simplertwospecies models. The geometryof strangeattractorsin
three dimensions is exceedinglycomplicated (Guckenheimer and Holmes 1983). The addition of more
species that"inhabit" a food web can only make analysis of models more challenging.
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